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CORC: Library-directed Selection, Description,
and Access to Web and Electronic Resources

CORCi, the Cooperative Online Resource Catalog, is a new service for libraries being cooperatively

developed by OCLC and several hundred participating libraries worldwide. The CORC service is a state of

the art Web-based system that helps libraries provide well-guided access to library-selected Web

resources using new, automated tools and library cooperation. CORC empowers librarians with automated

tools for cooperative selection, organization, and access to web-based resources. OCLC launched CORC as

a research project on January 15, 1999 to explore the use of new technology and techniques for providing

access to web-based and other electronic information resources in libraries. Because of the enthusiasm

and interest of early participating libraries OCLC shifted the focus of CORC from a time-limited research

project towards development of a sustainable, ongoing service for libraries. OCLC's goal is to re-launch

CORC as an online service for libraries in July 2000. In the meantime, the working prototype CORC service

is available to a growing number of participant libraries. The CORC project has captured the hearts and

minds of participants because of three key ingredients: Librarians, Cooperation, and Technology.

Technology

OCLC has created a new technology infrastructure for CORC by drawing on OCLC's recent researchii, the

latest in Internet and Web standards, and the latest in practices and standards of librarianship. The

foundation of the infrastructure is a cataloging system or resource description system that allows

librarians to create and maintain resource descriptions in multiple metadata formats. The flexibility of

multiple metadata formats is a result of OCLC's Mantis research project. Mantis uses XML/RDF templates

to drive a Web-browser-based resource description editor on top of a standard OCLC SiteSearchiii software

database. This software allows CORC to support resource description work in both MARC21 and Dublin

Core formats concurrently, and will allow CORC to accommodate other metadata formats such as TEI and

EAD. The software architecture also allows for online linked authority files. OCLC has implemented live,

field-level links for Dewey Decimal classification of resources, OCLC name & corporate name authorities,

and Library of Congress subjects. The resource description system provides further automation through

librarian-directed web site harvesting and author-supplied metadata capture as well as automatic subject

assignment and automatic topical keyword extraction.

In addition to the resource description system in CORC, OCLC has developed a system for generating

Pathfinders based on the resource description database. The word "pathfinders" has been used in libraries

to describe short descriptions of where to look for information in the library about a particular topic.  They

typically give a list of useful encyclopedias, journals, dictionaries, subject headings, and other pointers to

resources available to the library patron.  In use, this is very similar to many Web pages that collect links
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and short explanations of them to help find resources on the Web.  CORC’s version of pathfinders tries to

build on both of these approaches.  Libraries can create Web pages containing the standard links and

descriptions, but can also include dynamic searches of the CORC Resource Catalog for display on the

page.  To the end-user, the results of the search are integrated and displayed just as links and

descriptions. The current CORC pathfinder system has some limitations on the range of formatting options

it offers, but its major advantage is the ability to share the maintenance of URL’s among all the CORC

participants.  As soon as one institution corrects a URL, then links on pathfinder pages will also be

corrected.

The technology applied in the CORC service allows CORC to be utilized in a variety of libraries (see Figure

1). "Catalog-centered" libraries, libraries that view their local catalog as the library's complete inventory of

information resources, can use the CORC service to select information resources and acquire the

metadata for their catalogs via export of MARC21 records from the CORC service. When maintenance of

the descriptions of these information resources is performed by the library and other CORC participants

the local catalog can be updated via further exports. "Gateway-centered" libraries, libraries that utilize a

special Web gateway outside of their catalog for access to Web-based resources, can use the CORC

service as well. These libraries can utilize either Dublin Core metadata exported from the CORC service or

Pathfinders created in the CORC service to build and maintain the library gateway. In either case, the

library uses the CORC service to provide better access to Web-based information for the users of the

library.

CORC: One system, many uses
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Cooperation

The technological infrastructure is the backbone of the CORC service, but it is library cooperation that will

make CORC sustainable and successful. OCLC began the CORC project with the idea of drawing on a large

base of libraries from around the world. In OCLC's current cataloging system there are 7,000+ libraries

contributing AACR2/MARC21 bibliographic descriptions of library materials to WorldCat each day. With

CORC, OCLC seeks to extend this natural cooperation amongst libraries to include Web-based resources.

Large-scale cooperation like this provides many benefits for each participant. The CORC service allows

each participant to select material for their users according to their local needs. Likewise, large-scale

cooperation provides a bigger forum for libraries to develop and refine practices and standards of

librarianship. With a large cooperative base of libraries CORC can cover many subject areas and provide

for optimal interdisciplinary research and utilization.

The other aspect of cooperation that is important in CORC is dealing with the changing nature of content

and location of Web-based and electronic resources. The CORC service provides URL checking & repair

capabilities and content-checking capabilities are being prototyped. This automated checking will rely

heavily on manual, cooperative efforts to maintain the descriptions of changed information described in

CORC. Only a large-scale cooperative can meet this demand. As one library repairs a URL or a resource

description, the modification is available to all.

Librarians

Since its launch the CORC project has relied on the valuable input of librarians working in real-life

situations to provide access to Web-based information resources. OCLC wanted to ensure that CORC

would fit into library work-flows as libraries developed new practices for working with electronic

resources. OCLC has opened the paths of communication with participants by providing a listserv on

which participants can interact with each other and directly with the CORC development team on literally

any CORC-related topic. Further, since the beginning of the project just over one year ago, OCLC has

hosted three participant forums to allow face-to-face communication. CORC's communication environment

is providing librarians an accelerated path for working in "web time" and providing access to Web

resources. CORC participants are responding to the opportunity by guiding the path of CORC development

to meet their library's needs.

The best example of how CORC development has responded to participants needs is the integration of the

CORC database with OCLC's WorldCat. WorldCat is a database of over 43 million bibliographic records

representing over 600 million items in libraries. Many of the CORC participants rely on the OCLC control

number in WorldCat for their internal operations. CORC participants requested that OCLC provide a similar

OCLC control number for proper handling of CORC-created resource descriptions. In response to this

request, OCLC has undertaken the task of synchronizing the WorldCat and CORC databases to provide for

a seamless interaction for participants internal processing. A further benefit of this participant request is
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that OCLC now sees the technology in CORC as the basis of a new generation cataloging system for all

library materials accommodating many metadata types. CORC participants have made a difference!

At the end of January 2000 there are 289 libraries that have applied to participate in the development of

the CORC service. While most participants are from the United States, nearly 15% of the participants

online now are non-U.S. libraries that represent countries such as Mexico, Canada, Germany, France,

Singapore, Thailand, Japan, Australia and the UK. Participation has been predominantly from academic

libraries, but all library types are represented including public, school, corporate, and government

libraries.

Conclusion

The CORC service from OCLC is aimed at providing a worldwide cooperative for libraries to provide well-

guided access to Web-based and electronic information resources for their users. The CORC service

provides benefits to libraries through three key ingredients: technology, cooperation, and libraries. For

more information on CORC, please visit the CORC project web site at http://purl.oclc.org/CORC.

                                                       
i http://purl.oclc.org/CORC
ii http://www.oclc.org/oclc/research/projects/projects.htm
iii http://purl.oclc.org/SiteSearch
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